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CO-DESIGNING 
A SOCIAL INNOVATION MODEL 

FOR CHANGEMAKERS
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JOANNE 







CO-DESIGN VALUE





JR, artist, activist: 2000 sq. meters of new roofs are covered with huge photographic art, Women are Heroes, Kibera, Kenya





….because it is the most 
proimising ways to lasting 
social innovation 



WHY CO-DESIGN? 





"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens 

can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has." 
- Margaret Mead "



ME=WE FRAMEWORK



ME = WE 

ME = WE



(ACTION + REFLECTION)





In Africa there is a concept known as 'ubuntu' - the profound sense that we 
are human only through the humanity of others; that if we are to accomplish 
anything in this world it will in equal measure be due to the work and 
achievement of others. - Nelson Mandela



PROGRAM + TOOLS











UAE PROGRAM



PROGRAM



UAE NEPAL CONNECT: BOOTCAMP 











“Every moment is an organizing opportunity, every person a potential 
activist, every minute a chance to change the world.” Dolores Huerta 



IMPACT GROWTH



UNC2017 Participants: 18  Survey respondents: 12

 





ME = WE (INDIVIDUAL)



ME = WE (COMMUNITY + SYSTEM)



A CHANGEMAKER STORY



 ‘ Yes I am commited to move forward with NYI. 
UNC experiences made me more strong, skillful 

and capable to do more work. My vision is to 
work on youth development through NYI so that 

those marginalized youth can get the exposure 
and build themsleves in each sector. I want to 

achieve youth engagement in every sector 
creating innovative ideas for social good.’

  
- Pabitra Mahji







A CHANGEMAKER STORY



“UNC 2017 means a lot for me. It 
has always been a milestone for 
the leadership development and 
execution. Furthermore, it has 
bolstered confidence in me to take 
leadership initiative in different 
situations. I have emerged as the 
problem solving, inspiring and 
energetic, enthusiastic leader at 
my work.” 

- Subodh Pandey



A CHANGEMAKER STORY



“The bootcamp session has really changed my 
life. It was my first time to participate and it has 

turned out as my life-changing moment. I 
became familiar with the meaning of social 
entrepreneurship. The nine days stay with 

different social innovators and proper guidance 
from facilitators has molded me in the better 

version” 

- Sajana Bhadel



A CHANGEMAKER STORY



“UNC 2017 acted like a fuel to turn my thoughts 
into action. I am able to witness the impact of 
boot camp both in my thinking process as well as 
my courage towards any contingent action that I 
have to take in my work life. The most powerful 
thing I have been practically applying in my life 
is the Value Proposition canvas and the essence 
teamwork.”  - Anuja Niroula

A CHANGEMAKER STORY



FORMATION OF NEPAL YOUTH INNOVATORS  



STORYTELLING WITH DOCUMENTARY MAKING





THANK YOU

http://www.innoco.co

